
I’m Not Divisive; The People Who Disagree With Me Are

Maybe by now you’ve asked yourself; maybe by now you’ve had a fleeting moment of 
contemplation; maybe you’ve wondered about the type of person, group or company which 
would so intentionally get caught up in not only the promoting of – but the active recruiting of 
votes for – all of this incessantly advertised test-score-based school reform.

Who, exactly, would choose to get so deeply drawn into the educational debate that they 
would willingly, and even aggressively, be the generously overwhelming (if often discretely 
undisclosed) financing source willing to offer up the hundreds of thousands and even millions of 
dollars necessitated as a support for all of this extravagantly expensive reform-promoting 
advertising, and the each year increasing supply of lavishly funded school board campaigns. 

With a shimmering, razzle-dazzle intention?	

It is a question meant to generate a fuzzily out-of-focus confusion.
On the surface, it might be logically assumed that the most enthusiastic low-income 

school reform faction would surely be comprised of racially diverse and multi-cultural 
constituents.  Certainly it would appear rational to believe that the highly publicized school 
innovation movement had not only been started, but was currently sponsored and upheld, by 
members of the non-privileged, non-wealthy classes.  Surely, with so much pro-reform publicity 
working to convince the average, middle-class-to-wealthy voting citizen, one might assume that 
– oh well, undoubtedly?

Low-income minority citizens must be all for it.
For it; behind it; and even carefully and methodically controlling it.
I mean, well, look: In all of those reform-promoting movies and commercials; on all of 

those billboards; in all of those magazines; in all of those newspaper articles and poignantly 
presented advertisements – the kids so unmistakably delighted to be receiving that last-chance 
reform-imperative break?  

Were always Black.  
Or Brown.  
Or whatever.  
Just not, well...White.
But.  
What if, yet again?
We stop.  
What if we stop and dig – oh, just a little deeper.
What if we dig a little deeper than your average middle-class, poverty-detached, 

dominant-culture/dominant-culture-assimilated “investigative” journalist.  Maybe you’d be 
surprised (maybe not, if you’ve been inching closer to an underlying truth, here) to find out that 
exactly like the each year more entrenched absolutes of separation between the political right and 
political left in our country?*  Of the two sides arguing endlessly about the benefits (or costs) 
behind nationally implemented educational actions – those who aggressively promote a 
phenomenally-costly, student-divisive choice school reform, and those who discordantly fight 
against it: 

Well, one side?  
Has a whole heck of a lot more money.†º 
And, so very, very importantly:
They are not afraid to use it.  



	
 They are, in fact, absolutely ready to take literal heaps of that money as a means to 
endlessly advertise, to ceaselessly inform, to insistently convince an entire nation that poor, 
inner-city, culturally-different kids stuck inside a “broken” educational system all desperately, 
immediately, and imperatively require a nonstop-invasive, community-disruptive, school-desert-
creating, outsider-curriculum-controlled, culture-disconnecting, forced-gang-line-crossing, 
achievement-gap-building, separated-school-choice-generating:	


Reform.  
Divisive as it is?  
The side with the money (oh, now, let’s see; I’ll let you work that out – which side might 

that be) will ceaselessly continue to buy up enough publicity, and spend elaborately enough on 
school board elections, to make sure that you, and anyone else they are able to reach in the 
comfortably enfranchised voting world, knows absolutely:

In modern days?  
There is no centrist position.  
You’re either for the endless array of short-lived invasions demanded by a community-

destabilizing, student-separating, test-score-based reform – and it’s all go.  
Or, selfishly and unacceptably:
You’re not.

*A few critics have pointed out that we must take care not to assume (and in the act of assuming, be blinded by) the 
idea that the political label of “Democrat” actually means that a legislator, reformer or educational activist (almost 
all of whom are non-poor, and a preponderance of whom are neither of color nor female) is actually arguing for the 
left.

†Just in case you’ve been enjoying a life lived in that in-between world where you can tell yourself that there really 
is such a thing as a “liberal billionaire” – and that these same-said “liberal” but aggressively pro-reform businessmen 
have truly heart-felt goals whenever they step up to throw their massive funding around: It’s time to wake up.  Think 
again.  (For example: If you happened to be a businessman who had made an unprecedented amount of money in the 
world of technology, think why it is that – even in the face of an each year growing Opt Out Of Testing movement – 
you might endlessly make the argument that “we must continue to hold schools and teachers accountable through 
the use of [a computerized] testing.”)   

ºThe conundrum of not being able to pull your hand out of the cookie jar until you let go of the cookie applies well 
here: Until those who support the more rigorously interconnected curricula brought to education by the Common 
Core disassociate themselves from those who have heavily invested in assessment technology, test making, school 
turnarounds and prescripted programs – their cause will inevitably fail. 


